SI SMOV Activities

- SIC&DH
  - Status
    » Nominal B-side operation continues
  - Forward Plan
    » Nothing to report
SI SMOV Activities

• NICMOS
  • Status
    » Safe
    » NCC remains Safed
  • Forward Plan
    » No changes
SI SMOV Activities

- STIS
  - Status
    - Suspend
    - All STIS commanding removed from the current 194 SMS
  - Forward Plan
    - Investigation into the MIE communications events is continuing
SI SMOV Activities

- COS
  - Status
    » Operate / FUV Operate / NUV HVSA
  - Forward Plan
    » NUV Alignment and Focus Monitor 196/22:10 UTC
    » FUV Darks 197/13:40 UTC
    » V1 FUV Sensitivity 197/15:31 UTC
    » FUV Darks 199/00:15 UTC
SI SMOV Activities

- **WFC3**
  - **Status**
    - Operate
  - **Forward Plan**
    - UVIS Plate Scale 196/12:12 – 196/21:13 UTC
    - UVIS Dark, Read Noise, CTE 196/21:13 UTC
    - UVIS Bowtie Test 196/22:20 UTC
    - IR Dark, Read Noise, Background 196/23:20
    - UVIS Internal Flats 197/00:58 UTC
    - IR Flatfield Uniformity 197/02:03 UTC
    - UVIS Internal Flats 197/05:50 – 07:25 UTC
    - UVIS Bowtie Test 197/07:30 UTC
NCS/ESM

- Status
  - ESM in Operate, PCE Enabled
  - TPS ~5.3e-7 torr
  - CPL reservoir setpoint remains at +15 degC
    - MNPTAILT = 273.71 K
    - MNCIHSGT = 273.63 K
    - MNHTREJT = 16.06 degC

- Forward Plan
  - NCS Recovery
    - Final pre-start CPL management ~15 July
    - NCC restart ~16 July